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Introduction" 
This thesis is an investigation into the applications 
-1-0 
ot a digital' computer-~the on-line control of thyristor networkso 
This willl invollVe producing hardware and software to de'termine 
firing sequences, firing delays, etco, and to execute the firing 
instructionso- These are ito be determined by the computer from the 
initial instructions and information fed back from the system, 
correlated with information in the memoryo The ultimate aim is 
geared towards the control' of induction motors, based on resea.rch 
work at present being carried out under Professor N.C.Enslin, at 
the University of Cape Town, on the speed control .. of induction 
motors by thyristor networks o 
The steps involved are:-
(i) The design. and construction of an interface with 
e e 
uP. to 36 output lines, each of whi.ch is independ~tly ad¥ssable 
through a single computer word. On execution of the aellected in--
struction word, the line (normallW held. logically false) deter-
mined by the address held in that particula.r instructi.on w.ord, 
. will! bec:ome tl'lle, and w,illl remain true for a period determined by 
the compu't.ell:o-
(ii) The develbpment of a suitable firing circuit, 
which wilD. (a) fire the thyristor when the line from the computer 
is set true, and (b) isolate the computer from the power circuitry 
being driven •. 
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(iii) The design and construction of a simple con-· 
troller to setup initial conditions .. 
(iv) The development of sui table software to run 
various configurations of thyristors, and to be under the control, 
of the in~jial instructions, as well as responding to information 
being obtained from the system it is driving, i.e. to be truly 
The approach adopted is to develbp a simple, single-
phase system which wilI embody .most of the principles involved 
in the multi-thyristor networks .. After this, a three-phase system 
is constructed~ to consist of a bridge-c.onnected rectifier whose 
output is voltage regulat.edo This system is used to drive a 
separately-exci ted D •. C., machine. The computer is used as a feed-
back speed-controllier. 
The next stage is to lay the groundwork for the 
computer control of a 36-thyristor. network used 'to control the 
speed of an induction mGtor~ The development of this system is 
bleing carried out in the Department of Eliectrical,Engineeringo 
The principle behind applying the computer to the network is so 
that various modes of op.eration may be exploredo This thesis out-· 
lines the basic software required, and some of the initial results 
are giveno 
(1 ... 0000000000., ... 
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Tho most important development required in order to 
implement direct digital control of thyristors, using an on-line 
computer, is obviously the design and construction of en inter-· 
fo..ce (io eo, It netl/ork permitting conmunic(ltion 1>et,-reen t1vo secm-
ingly incompatibl e systems) in order thlat the computert s hard-
",-are may be used to provide the necessary pulses to fire the thy-
ristorso One solution is the use of a Digitali-to-Analogue Conver-
. tar, but on two COl.:lllts this is not feasible o (a) Speed the con-
version rate is not particular1y fast, in the order of 6 micro-
seconds for the converter avail'abl:e, and (b). eventually up -to 36 
channeIls wil] be requiredoThis implies either 36 Digi tall-to-Ana.-
10gUe units, or one Digital-to-Analogue unit plus a 36-channel 
multiplexer, both of which are extremely costly. 
The answer appears to licin the utilization of.'a 
facility available on most small computers - the "external' control 
system". This system decodes a special machine~code instruction 
and places part of the instruction 1vord on to the output bus (E-
Bus) of the computerc The section placed on the output bus mny be 
, -
of any sp'ecific code, 1,11ich m,w t.hen be decoded to form vRrying 
8.ddresseso Thus, on the execution of ~. instruction, one pulse 
may be produced which may then be trnnsferred to [I.l1 extern?l device., 
Thus, every ro.8 microseconds (the cycle-t.ime of the computer used) 
such a pulse is produced on Any uni<J..ue line. This is obviously an 
economical ;:md £28t method to cmpl'oyo 
~ .: 
',r' .• 
The Va:rrian Data6'20/i hari sucba facility. This 
makes availaole a pulse' on the E-Bu~ when the tEXC' (ortSEL') 
a-K 
inst:rruction is executedo (These~ the mnemonic formats which 
form part, of the assembler system for the Varian computer - see. 
Appendix I) The format of the instruction is rOKXYY, and is a 
single-word instruction. There are two EKC instructions available, 
EXC and EXOBo. These are di.stinguished by K'l!!O for EXC and K=4 for 
EXCB. The YY is the basic address of the device into which the :E>W 
is feeding, and the X may be further decoded to make a one-in-· 
eight channel selectiono One can thus design an interface which 
willI produce one-in-sixteen possible lines for eflPh address group. 
The choice of address is limited to ° - 77, and must not clash with 
any of the standard peripherals, each of whieh has its own addresso 
I'..Jl. Pulse Production and Timingo See Fig No l( e} 
The. EXC command causes the function code (Bits 6-8) 
and the device address (Bits 0-5) to be placed on the E-Bus .. The 
EXC interface decodes the code, and when the FRYX line goes from 
true-to-false, the decoded signal, is fed to the required device .. 
In this case, it sets a flip-flop which is connected to the firing 
circuit of a thyristor, i.eo one instruction can fire one thyristor. 
102 Address Decodingo See Fig Mo l( a} 
The device addresses used were 54,56 and 570 Al] 
lines of the E-Bus must be suppl:ied with a line-receiver in oll"der 
'to lower the drain on the E-Bus, and the lines on the E-Bus are in 
complement fO:rml (i. e. -0,-2, -3 •.••• etc.',,) , so it is convenient ,to 
use n'OJ!'tIIal integratedcill"cuit inverters as line receivers through-
- 5 -
out..,. The three addresses 54, 56 and 57 .are decoded using NAND gates 
as showuo In each case the "5" is common, and this is combined 
with the decoded bits 0, 1 and 2 as sho'Wll, remembering that the 
bits are numbered froll right to lefto As DTL logic. is being used, 
the "wired-AND" feature of this logic-family can be used to re-
duce the number of integrated circuitso Note that the decoded 
addresses are 54+, 56+, andoW+' i .. eo not negatedo 
1 0 3 Gating Between EXC and EXCB. See Fig No I! (b) 
In order to produce twice the number of addresses 
availabl ee, the addresses 54, 56 and 57 are gated w.th EBIlL- (which 
is true fo r EXC) and EB 15- (which is true for EXCB) 0 These are al so 
gated with FRYX-, as this pulse is generated by the computer to 
indicate that there is an address and control code on the E-Bus. 
Again, NAND gates are employed to do the decoding, as showno 
104 Decoding Of Bits 6, 7 and B. See Fig No l( c) 
For each EXC, B further channels can be selected via 
bits 6 - B. So a one-in-eight decoder must be designedo This is 
then repeated four times and in each case gated with 54, 54B, 56, 
56B, 57 or 57B to produce 36 channels. The decoder is the normal 
NAND-type decodero- Four-input NAND gates are deliberately used, 
so as to include the gating with 54, 56 and 57, etc o Note that 
on the present design, only 56 and 57 are fully decoded, these 
yielding 32 lines, so 54 only needs to yield four lines in order 
that 36 lines may be obtainedo 
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1 •. 5 Flip-Flops~ See. Fig No l(d) 
There are thus thirty-six channels availabl;eo These 
signals are used to set nnd reset a series of fTip-flops •. Using 
D-type, edge-triggered fl:ip-flops, the EXC pulse is used in each 
case. to set a flip-flop, and the corresponding B-pulse to reset it .. 
Since these pulse.s can never be produced simul1~ane'()usly, this method 
rednces the number of flip-fliops neededo Note tha-t. al]the clock 
inputs to the flip-flops are tied together, and fed with the system 
reset. pulse from the computer to initialize 0,1.] fl'ip-fl'ops. To en-
sur'e this condition, the inputs are tied to ground throughout. 
Note: To reset all flip-frops, 0. buffer NAND gate, which has the 
necessary fan-out, is used and fed by the system's reset pulse,: 
SYRT-, which is controlL-ed by a switch on the console of the 
computer •. 
l~6 Choice of Integrated Circuits and Desi@ 
Impl ementatioJl.See Fig No l( f) ., 
As this is a relatively simple and straightforward 
design, tb:e techniques used are fairly rule-of-thumb, and a bit of 
ju~gling is required to reduce the number of packages needed, with 
a view: to keeping the cost down. So if, for example, only three of 
the four available gates on a three-input quad NAND package are 
needed, the fourth gate is used as, say, a line receiver, the 
inputs being joined together. This technique can be clearly seen 
by reference to the wiring diagrams .. 
The specifications of the integrated circuits used are 
contained in Reference No 14 .. 
. - 7 -
The interface 'is mounted on ,a special plug-in board 
provided by the manufacturers of the computero. The board plugs in 
to the E-Bus on the expansion chassis of the computer, and is con-
nected to the thyristor network by twisted pairs of cables, connec-
ted via an edge connecter to the interface boardo The integrated 
c:ii.rcuits are mounted on integrated circuit bases, and the inter-
connections are made using wire-wrapping techniqueso No power supply 
connec.-&.ions are shown in the draw,ing, as these are immediately 
connected when the bases are soldered to the board, one side of 
the board being + 5 volts, and the other 0 voLts .. 
l!o 7 Comment 
For the initial stages, this design can give 18 lines 
with a variable pulse-length available on any given line (i.eo any 
line can be set and reset under program control) .. When the work is 
extended to the full control of a 36-thyristor network, obviously 
the interface must be extended, and it might become advisable to 
review the idea of having a variable pulse-length, and, for obvious 
ecnnomic reasons, use each sett,ing, or resett.ing, of the flip-flops 
to' trigger a monostabl1e to produce a pulse of sui:tabl1e constant 
widtho Using this idea, 36 separate lines may be available, but 
careful programming will be requiredo For the last part of the 
thesis it wili be seen that 18 lines are required, half 0'£ the 36, 
thyristors being fired under a mast.er-sHtve systemo One advantage 
of the present arrangement is that either the normal or the comple-
mented output may be used, depending on the fil.'l:ing circuitry employed 
..... 0000000000 .. 0 
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HARDWARE FOR THE FIRING OF. SINGLE- AND THREE-PHASE THYRISTOR SYSTEMS. 
For the first two systems to be developed, i.eo the 
control of It sing1'e thyristor, and the control of a three-phase 
thyristor network, there were three development requirements: 
firstly, a suitable firing circuit had to be designed and construct-
ed, and secondly, a me·ans of zero-crossing detection had to be de-
vised o Thirdly, a means of setting the initial: conditions had to be 
decided upono 
2.1 The Firing Circuit. 
In order to ensure complete isolation of the power 
circuitry from the computer, the firing circuit chosen was a Uni-
junction (UJT) oscillator, fed into the ga,te of the thyristor con--
eerned via a pursee transformer. (Referenc.e No 6) 
The actual unijunction circuit is designed according 
to the manufacturerts data~ For a 2N2646 unijunction (See Fig No 2), 
sui tabl'e supp1& volJtage is + 24 'Volts, and the period of oscillation 
is approximately T= R3C1 o R3 is chosen from manufacturer's curves 
to be lOKJ\." and so for a frequency of 10KHz, the capacitance (C
1
) 
rEl'<luired is - . o If\' Fo A simple means of switching the unijunetion on 
was achieved by placing an NPN transistor (Tr ) across the capacitor. 
When the transistor is on, the capacitance is shorted out" and hence 
the Qscil]ator is inhibitedo It ,.as decided to use positive logic, 
so an inverter was required between the interface and the inhibiting 
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+24V I I 
I 
I 
RI R3 R"'r 






I C1 To resp R6 ·0 It' F OAS S.C.R.Gate 
IIKA I • pul}c Tran.sforrrer 
I I 100= IOOTurn.s 
OV 
- FIG N° 2: TRIGGE R CIRCUIT FOR THYRISTORS -
So when the interface flip-fl'op is set to a 1 (= ~2vol ts) 
the inhibit is released from the unijunction oscillator, which then 
sends a train of pulses into the thyristor gate and fires the thy-
ristoro Note that a train is more desirable than a single spike, 
because it ensures succ:essful firingo, In practice, a p~lse of height 
+8 to +lltV'ol:ts should ensure firingo 
The pulse-transformers used were made up from smal,1, 
transformers salvaged from an ICT cromputer, of a typical pot-core 
design with a fairly highfVLrR (~ 1(0) ... A satisfactory turns ratio 
was 1:1, 100 turns on both primary and secondary ... 
Power supply was from a regulated laboratory power-pack. 
Choice of" frequency was governed by two factors, 
(a) Maximum practical frequency of a unijunction oscillator, and 
(b) Quickest possible formation of the pulse after the re]ease is 
given by the execution of the computer instruction ... As stat,ed before 
the frequency chosen was 10KHz, but this could be increased to 100 
KHz if it is found desirable .. However, the higher the frequency used, 
the shorter is the charging time of the capaeitanee, hence the small-
t!%' the' energy fed into the pulse-transformer" This implies that a 
lall'ger voltage' must be applied to the unijunction; this being unde-
sirable, the frequency of 10KHz was convenient" 
, 2.2 Sypchronization witb the A.C .. Supply to the Network 
It was important at this stage to develop a suitabl'e 
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method of synchronizing the computer to the mainso Two methods are 
availableo The first is expensive in terms of both cost and time, 
but extremely fast in operationo This system waS constructed on the 
EXC interface board, and is useful i.f only one ini tia! gynchroni-
zation is requiredo The second method uses the Analogu:e.-to-Digi tal, 
converter and is slbw,er, but as it is immediately available and has 
multi-channels, it is more practical for systems when, say, three 
signals have to be individually ~chronizedo 
2.2.1 Method 1.This method uses the "SEN" instruction 
(double word) in the 620/£ instruction seto When this instruction is 
executed, it' places an address'(specified in the first "ord) on the 
E-Bus, and if it receives a "true" response from the devic& it is 
sensing, it jumps to the address held in the second word. In order 
to achieve this, the EXC interface can be used to obtain the neeess--
ary address decoding, and this signal can be gated ""ith a pulse from 
a suitable zero-crossing detectoro (See Fig No ;,,3') .. 
Q 
The zero-c,rossing detector cilnsists of. an SN 727ION 
(Texa,s) differential:"comparator which requires a power-supply of 
+1'1, 0, and -7 volts, and gives an output of approximately +2 volts 
when the incoming signall is positive, and 0 when the incoming signal 
is negative" (See Refo 14 for details of the 72710N integrated ci1'-
c'uit) The response time is approximately 40nseco The output of this 
is used futrigger a monostable made up of four NAND gates and a 
capacitance. 
Thus the decoded address (in this case 056+, obtained 
- 18 -
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FIG N° 3: ZERO-CROSSING DETECTOR 
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To X 
from the. EXC interface) is gated with EB12- (which is true when the 
liSEN" instruction is executed)" and the output from the zero-
crossing detector. The output of the gate is fed back on to the 
SERX-l'ine, which is thus set true, and the jump is made to the 
specified addresso 
The programming of this is extremely simple and quick 
as regards the number of instructions required, e.g<> 
ZERC, SEN, 056, NEXT 
, JMP, -2 
N:EX':t, ••. ." t 
Obviously this system is highly aceurateo The mono-
stabIle is designed to give a pulse which must have a minimum width 
of 4x cyclew't,ime == 7· 2microseconds, to ensure that a zero-crossing is 
de1ieci>edo Note: The power supplies for the comparator w,ere obtained 
from those available on the E-Bus, i.e •. -5 and +12 volts. Although 
these are not exactly as:: specified by the manufacturer, they do in 
fact. operate the circuit without any loss in effiCtiencyo 
~: From this idea another means of obtaining a zero-· 
crossing point was evident •. This uses the interrupt facility of the 
computer. This is an optional piece of hardware with 10 outgoing 
lines, which are normally set to approximately 5 volts. The inter-
rupt system is automatically scanned every 900nanoseconds and the 
interrupt, in the form of one or more of the lines going to ground, 
is recognised before the. fetch cycle of. the next instruction to be 
executedo. If signals exist on one or more of the interrupt ]Jines, 
a system of priority determines the order in which they are to be 
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operated upon. When a signal is acknowledged, the instruction at a 
special interrupt addre'ss is executed o This can be used in the 
following way: 
An external zero-crossing detection puts a signal on 
to an interrupt line. This then causes the computer to come out of 
a calculation, or a waii;,ting routine, and to execute its firing se-
quenceo In this way the computer can carry out many other functions 
and only be used to control firing when it receives an interrupt" 
(A similar scheme has been adopted in Ref 1) This suggests the 
possibility of the computer\\controlling more than one network o 
This thesis will: not be concerned with this idea, how,ever, but in 
fact this principle will be employed by another research student 
working in conjunction with the author at the University of Cape 
Town. 
2.2 .. 2 Method II. The second method is more straight-
forwardo It employs the Analogue-to-Digital interface, and consists 
simply of sampling the mains o An L.To t.ransformer was placed across 
the incoming A.,C .. supply, and a voltage of about S volts was 
p-p 
connected to one or more of the Analogue-to-Digi taL input sockets o 
S'3-volt zener diodes were placed across this feed, in order to 
protect the interface from any surges, etc. 
To synchronize the computer with the supply, we 
simply have to take a sample and carculate whether it is, in fact, 
a zero-crossing pointo Obviously, one will not necessarily find the 
eX8,ct point, because of the finite cycle times between calculations .. 
A convenient method is to determine the maximum time between repe-
x 
ti tive samples, say 20 mic'roseconds, and subtract a sui tab:ty-
scaled number from the sampled input. This is clearly shown by 
the following algorithm (See Fig No 4) .. 
Note that this gives zero-crossing- points of both 
positive and negative going crossings, but for the earlier tests 
this does not matter, as we can only fire the particular SCR after 
a. positive going zero-crossing anyway! However, as will be sho1m 
Tater, a means can be devised to determine whether the zero-crossing 
detected is positive or negative going. 
The imm'ediate disadvantage of this scheme is, of 
co Ul"se', speed - we must, go through the Analogue-to-Digi tal algorithm 
and the zero-cl"ossing calculations each time - but W;f! have to 
balance this slight loss of accuracy against c.onv.enien c:e.and the 
simp1ic~ty of having a readily-available interface ... 
The Analogue-to-DigitaT algorithm is relatively sim-
ple, and involves the. selection of the required channel, holding of 
the analogue sa.mple via a sample-and-hold control, and the starting 
of the Ana1ogue-to-Digita11 conversion. The module must then be 
sensed for conversion completed, and the digital vdue read into the 
computer's register .... See Appendix I for cletails of the Ana10gue-to-
Digital converter. The programming of this routine is as fol1ow·s: 
(Using the DAB assembler l'anguage form, see Appendix I) 
, LDA CHAN 
, OAR , 05S 
Load A register with channel No o 
Output channel No to multiplexer 
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START 
- FIG N° 4: ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE ZERO-CROSS1NG-
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NOP , (Delay .cycleto allow for switching 
( 
NOP (in the multiplexer. 
, EXC , 01:55. start Anallogue-to-Digital Conversion 
BACK, SEN , OI55 , INP (Sense if conversion completeo 
(If it is, jump to INP 
NOP , Wni"fi 
JMP BACK 
INP , CIA , 055 
Try again 
(Clear A Register and Input the 
(digital value 
2.2 0 3 Notes on the Choice of Method o In the work de-
scribed here, both methods were tried and found accepta.ble for a 
single-phase system, but on a roul ti-phase system requiring more 
/ 
than one ~ynchronixation point, the second method was chosen for 
economic reasonso This would be true in most appl~ications, because 
usually an Anal'ogue-to-Digital converter is relluired to feed-back 
information to the system, so it would, in fac~, make more use of 
the essential equipment. 
2 0 3 Setting Initial Conditionso 
A simple controlI>er is required in order that the oper-
ator may set the initiaL conditions for the firing of the thyristor 
i.eo determine the phase angle or voLtage requiredo A simple· con-
trolLer was deVised, whereby a potentiometer was used to select a 
voltage « +10 volts) which was fed into the computer via the Ana-
rogue-to-Digi tal converter, and the vortage read was suitably 
scaled to determine the firing-angleoThe combined algorithm and 
cixcui~ diagram is chown in Fig No 5 0 This means that the operator 
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of the firing instruction at a selected. interval afte:m synchroni-
zation via the detection of a zero-crossing pointo 
The scaling is based on the number of computer cycles 
per delay loop (see program later); the value of the angle being 
held in terms of the number of countdown Toops which must be gone 
through to El-chieve the current firing delJay after synchronization .. 
0 .... 000000000000 
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ClfAPTER III 
;'"7* , 
mE CONTROL OF THE FIRING ANGLE OF A SINGLE THYRISTOR 
This was chosen as the logi.cal first step., in the dev-
elopment o£ a computer-controlled thyristor system, as it w,ould 
in'V'ol've many of the, features required in the ultimate system, i.e .. 
a simple algorithm, a suitabl'e firing circuit, synchronization "Ifith 
the. incoming A.C. rine, and some form of simple control: to. determine 
the required firing angle. The el'ectronics have been dealt with, and 
this chapter will deal with the devel!opment of the algorithm and its 
implementation. 
3 •. 1. The Firing Algorithm. 
The algorithm for the single-phase firing is very simple 
but does involve the basic principles for any firing system, io e.: 
a} Update desired firing angle., 
b) Synchronize. 
c) Go into a countdown loop' to achieve delay ... 
d} Fire the thyristor. 
e) Reset the firing fEp-flop' after a set delay - this deJJl'ty be~ng 
chosen with a view to ensuring that the thyristor does, in fact, fire 
even if it does not f.ire on the first pulse released by the unijunc-
tion trigger. circuit" It must,naturall!y, be reset in time to be 
able to find the next zero-crossing point~ The algorithm is shown in 
Fig No 6, and the program folliows simply from it •. 
30.2 Experimental Arrangement. 
















FIG N° 6 : SIMPLE ALGORITHM 
FOR PHASE-CONTROL OF ONE THYR1STOR. -
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purely resistive load, the voltage 15eing set by a variac, and the 
firing angle varied over its whole range •. The second test was to 
feed the output voltage into a smal]) D.C. machine, with a series 
·2H choke, to obtain a degree of smoothing, and so to test the 
system working on an inductive load. A summary of results is given 
in the next section., Note that it is rather difficult to calculate 
the duration of the firing angle delay routine, and in pra,ctice 
this had to be carried out on the experimental apparatuso 
3.3 Conclusions on the Control of the Piring Angle 
of a Single-Phase- System. 
Extensive tests were carried out on this simple system, 
and these proved to be most successfuI: •. The firing angle could be 
varied over a full! range from about 3 degrees to 180 degreese, The 
only limitation is t~at there is a delay of :1:20 microseconds, due 
to the' fin~te delay bet:ween the computer' 8 detecting the zero ... 
crossing, and the actual: production of the firing pulse. Note:This 
delay is, of course, depend~t on which synchronizing system is useQ.. 
At. the present time the delay is so very small as to be negligible, 
but it will have to be considered in future systems where overall 
efficiency is considered. 
The accuracy is exceptionally good, e.g. a delay of 
180 degrees was proportions,l to a setting of the X-Register of 3500 
(octal), so· the selection of the angle is accurate to about 1 in 1800. 
Obviously the accuracy is a function of the controller for setting 
the X-Register, viz. the potentiometer arrangement feeding into the 
Analogue-to-Digital' converter. 
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As sta.ted before, this system was used to drive a thy-
ristor into both resistive and inductive loads, at voltages and 
currents within the rating of the thyristor, and the over a]! result 
was proof that the system is feasible. 
A particularly interesting calculation is the deter-
mination of the time the computer needs to perform the essential 
functions - for the above algorithm it shows that ± 99'61~ of the 
computer's time is taken in waiting for a synchronization pulse or 
in a countdo'WD. loop .. Obviously, this is time that can be used for 
performing many other eTror calcul'ations, firing other thyristors,. 
updating, etc .. ,. This is, of course, of interest in the time-sharing 
of the computer, i •. e •. to make more use of the oomputer' s time by 
means of controliling more than one machine, data-logging, etc .. 
3.4 Comment. 
An ex,tr'emely accurate, and extremely expensive, method 
of contl!'olI!ing the firing angle of a thyristor! But this' did prove 
that the system is feasible, and provided a check on the soft,.are, 
the interface, and the firing system • 
• 0.000000000.0. 
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CIlAPTER. IV . , 
TO CONTROL THE SPEED OF A DoC. MACHINE 
USING A THREE-PHASE, HALF-WAVE RECTU:IER 
This was the second st.ep in the development of the 
system, involiv'ing the, production of suitable software too control a 
three-phase, half-wave thyristor network, bearing in mind the init-
ial conditions and the response' of the system. The general idea of 
this section was to control the speed of the machine via armature 
vortage (!oni>rol, i.eo to set up the voLtage required to run the ma-
chine at a certain speed without any load" As the 108,d increases, 
the applied vortage must be stepped up to maintain a constant speed, 
and vice-versa, the field of the machine being separately excited. 
401 Firing Circuits. 
The firing circuits for the half-w·A,ve bridge are iden-
ticaL to those previously employed on the single-phase control, 
except, of course, that three are required o 
4.2 Feedback Circuitry. 
In order to read the speed of the machine, the use of a 
<tachogenerator was required, positioned on the shaft of the machine. 
The tachogenerator used for the purposes of this experiment waS an 
ex-aircraft D. C. tachogenerator with rather unsatisfactory character-
istics : having relatively few.. commutator segments, the D.C. output 
contained about 50% rippl e, and this necessitated a filter to. achieve 
a smooth, ripple-free output. 
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But, in addition,"the time-constant of the feedback 
had to be consider.edo. IdeaIly, the tachogenerator should react 
immediately to any change in the speed 0.£ the machine, but with the 
filter the time-constant of the feedback system was greater than 
that of the machine. So a fairly unstable system could be predicted, 
and, considering the speed of the computer, a fair amount of "hunting" 
was expected. This would arise becouse the machine would speed up, 
but the speed fed back woulU lag and cause the required position 
to be overshot, and, of course, "hen slowing do,vo, the reverse would 
occur. 
One techniqu~ tha.t can be used is to sample the tacho-
generator output, say every 50 cycles, and to make a change in firing 
a,ngle only after that period. Also, to achieve a certain amount of 
smoothing from the computer, one can avernge out the readings m~e 
every cycle and talte an average at the end of the sampling period. 
This averaging process requires a careful mathematical analysi s in 
order to determine the optimum number of samples and the validity of 
the result .. This process wilI not be dealt with in this thesis, but in 
practice 24 samples are most suitable .. (Further details on this sam-
pling technique may be found in Ref Nos. 16 and 1;7) 
See Fig No 7 for the filter circuit. The design of the 
filter wiI']) not be deqRt w.ith in detail here, but it was carried out 
using conventional methods (See Appendix I1I)o The design yields a 
iil ter which reduces the ripple to approximately 27~, but unfortunate-
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FIG N° 7: TACHOGENERATOR FILTER CIRCUIT 
To A· 0 
Conve rfer 
~: The ripple is, of course, a function of the 
machine's speed, so the ripple output of the filter is not the same 
over all' ranges of speed .. 
4.3 The Firing Algorithmo 
The a:lgorithm for firing this system is purely an ex-
tension of tha.t used for t.he single-thyristor control, w'i th only t,vo 
important changes&-
a) Dealing with a three-phase system implies tha,;t, if the firing 
angle is great'.er than 120 0 , provision must be made to synchronize 
with the next phase, whilst still counting (lown the first phase. 
This amounts to having facilities available to have two countdown 
regist,ers available at anyone time. This does suggest the possibil-
ity of only synchronizing on one phase and using that point as a ref-
erence for the other two phases, but in order to make the system as 
flexible as possible, this approach was not adopted .. Also, it could 
be necessary in such a system to determine both negative- and posi-
tive-going zero-crossing pointso 
b) In the updating routine, the set speed must always be read as 
before; but, in addition, the actual speed, as detected by the tacho-
generator, must be sampled, suitub1e averaged as previously discussed, 
and then compared with. the required speed, fdter which appropriate 
action can be take:u.o Also, because of the sl:owness of the tnchogen-
erator, a facility must be available to restrict the firing angle to 
within realistic limits, ioe .. to prevent the machine's hunting from 
one extreme to the other. 
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FIG N°S: BASIC THREE-PHASE FIRING ALGORITHM 
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.' ,.' .. 
terconnections to the nextol'brief outline of how this algorithm 
works folrows below: 
When the program commences, the machine is set to run 
at a set speed until the first tach<igenere.tor reading is obtained. 
The firing section starts by setting the B-Register to the set firing 
angle, suitably scaled, callJed tlPHAN" •. The synchronization point for 
the A-phase is found~ and the countdown for the A-phase, is started .. 
In the countdown lOOpi,S. search is made for the zero-cros'sing point 
for the next phase, say the B-pha.seo If this point is found before 
"the countdown for the A-phase is compl:eted, the X-Register is immed-
iately set to "PHAm', having previously been set to zero. 6nce the 
X-Register is set, this is used as a "flag" to indicate that in fact 
the B-phase has been synchronized, so that if the X-Register is not 
zero, the search for B-phase synchronization has been completed., So 
in the same loop both the B-Register and the X-Register are decremented 
Once the A-phase countdown is completed, the firing-
pulse for the thyristor in this pha,se is produced, and the phrt,se is 
firedo A check is made to see if the next phase, the B-phase, has 
been synchronizedo If it has, the contents of the X-Register, which 
has already started the countdown for the n-phase, are shifted into 
the B-Register and the whole procedure is repeated., If the flag has 
not be4n set" indicating that the B-phase has not been synchroni zed, 
the B-Regist.er is loaded ,d th "PHAN" and a search is made for the syn-
chronization, point, and then the procedure is repeated as beforeo 
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(See Fig No 9) In each case, just after the synchroni-
zation point has been found, the updating routine is entered o In this 
the set value is read and stored at "SPED" (the initial set speed 
being held in IIPRAN", both "SPED" and npHAN" being lablJes of speci-
fied locations in the memory) 0 The actual value of the speed is then 
read and stored at a specified location and successive readings are 
added to this, until the correct number of samples hes been madeo 
When this point is reached, the total is divided by the number of 
samples made, and an "avera.gel! is placed in the A-Register. The value 
of "SPED" is subtracted from this value. If the result is negative, 
indicating that the machine is running too slowly, the current value 
of the firing-angle (ttpiIANI!) is decremented o If the result is positive, 
"FRAN" is incremented, and if it is zero, indicating that the speed is 
correct, no change is made to "PHAN". In this manner the comparator 
compensates for any variations in speedo 
One immediate disadvantage of this method is that the 
countdown loops are not always of the same length, because of the 
necessary calculations made after a predetermined number of cycles, 
but the overalli effect is so small that it does not affect the speed 
of the machine. In fact', every 24th firing cycle is slightly uifferent, 
but this sli~ht change in voltage is absorbed by the inductance of the 
circuit, and the machine being driven does not react to the variationo 
"A short routine is used after the correction of "PRAN" 
has been carried out. In this routine the value of "PHAN" is examined 
and neVer allowed to exceed suitn.hle upper Dnd lower limits o That is, 
if the machine is running up-to full speed, until that speed is reached 
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tlfu.e tachogenerator ,,-ill j1i'waysindicatethitt the speed is too low, 
and the firing angle wiI']Jcoht'inualtyhedecremented - so the rou-
tine will' hold to its l'o,.,est limit, and prevent "PHAN" from becoming 
negative. 
404 Power Circuitry. 
See Fig No 10 for the power circuitso The machine driven 
wa,s a 4 hop. machine, rated at 220 volts and 16' 7 ?..mps at 1500 r.pom o 
The field was separately excited and held at constant excitation 
throughout:. The thyristors availa.ble were RCA 2N3898, with a rating 
of 22 ampD .. C .. average, and a peale surge current rating of 350 runperes, 
this being suitable for maximum loading of the machine o (See Appendix 
II for specifications) The supplies were taken from a three-phase 
transform'er giving 187 vol'ts on its secondary, so the maximum rating 
of the machine was, in fact, obta.inableo 
In order to give the thyristor a small! current to fire 
on (being an inductive load, of course, the current will lag behind 
the voltage), a resistanc'e of 500A, 15m{ was placed in pRrallel with 
the load o A choke was necessary to smooth the waveform of the resultant 
voltage, this being rated at l!6 amps, 0,2 He- An avalanche diode was 
connected across the armature of the machine to mnintain cunrent through 
the inductive load when the thyristors are switched off 0 Using this, 
commutation was aided by bypassing the holding current which the in-
ductive nat.ure of the cireui t causes to flow· this would prevent the 
thyristors from turning off, even though the applied voltage was zeroo 
This diode would also, being of an avalanche type, protect the system 
from high-voltage tranlJ'ients caused by load SWl tching .. 
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405 The Speed Gon~E.oller. 
The same controller to set the desired speed as was usdd 
for the single-phase control, was employed herao 
4 0 6 Zero-Crossing Sy?chronization. 
This was achieved in the same manner as for the single-
phase control, except that three transformers were used, connected as 
sho'lm in Fig No 100 Again, zener diodes were connected back-to-back 
to protect the Analogue-to-Digital converter from over-voltage on 
its inputs. It is obviously important to ensure that the phase rela-
tion between the low.' vol taga applied to the Analogue-to-Digi tal con-
verter inputs and the normal vol:tage applied to the thyristors, is 
correo.t, i. eo that they flre exactly in phaseo 
4.7 Performance of the Control System. 
The overalll system (See Fig No IIi) functioned ~ as 
expected, and produced ~~ffective speed controlLer within the 
limits of the equipmento. As stated above, the ta¢bogenerator w~th its 
necessall'Y filtering equipment is the defect, and applies a seve))'e 
restriction on th. s'tability of the systemo Scaring of both speed in-
puts, via controlLer and tachogenerator, is relatively simple and is 
best carried out by an initial estimate and final adjustments made 
on-line. 
The machine was loaded up to full load by means of a 
dyna.mometer (io e. a free-swinging D.G. machine) and with the speed 
set to various values, the speed-versus-load curves were takeno A 
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A Constant \sep-~xcited Field 
cessfu1 control was achieved bet,weenaibotit2~r of rated speed and 
about 80% of rated speed. In the lower regions the tachogenerator 
becomes increasingly unreliabl a, and in the upper regions the limi-
tations of the l87-vol t su]ply do not :permit a high enough Do C. vol-
tage to be produced. Between the speeds stated, the speed regulation 
is as good as 3~~ (i. e, a variation of 3% hetween speed at nc load and 
at full load) 0 
ObViously, as a precise speed controller this is not 
very impressive', but extremely good control. can be achi eved with a 
more accurate, rippl:e-free, f?ster tachogenerator. It 1.ras felt that 
as this was onLY' a step towards the control of the A.C. machine, it 
would not be profitable to go more deeply into this form of control, 
but obviously much work can be done to improve the system •. The answ.er 
to th& fetedback probliem can be found in one of two possible ways, i.,eo 
(i) An. improved tachogeneJ:'ator, the output of which may be analysed 
by the. computeJ:' using digital filtering techniques to produce an 
accurate and rela.tively- fast indication of the speed, and 
(ii) Use of a speed indicator p-;. digital output, e •. g •. a shaft 
encoder.> This, of course, would again have to be subj ected to digital 
filtering techniques, but is obviously quicker than (i) .. 
In practice, of course, other criteria would have to 
be examined to detell'minespeed; for exrunple, maximum allowed acceler-
ation, maximum current, etco 
4 .. 8 Conclusions on the Speed Control of a Do C. l-iachine 
















SPEED SET 10 600 R.P.M. 
o ~ ______________ ~ ________________ ~ ______________ ~~ ______________ ~ 
No Load 25 % F.L. 50%F.L. 75 % F.L. Full Load 
FIG N°12: SPEED CHARACTERISTIC 
In principle, a very accurate speed control can be 
achieved, and in a highly efficient mannero In practice, the system 
is realisable, and results achieved are most encouraging. As a system 
in itself, this method is most useful, especially as it could be ap-
plied to the control of severAL machines by one central. computero 
This may be carried out on a time-sharing basis, and a suitable sys-
tem has been worked out using local memories located on each machine, 
with use made of the interrupt facility on the computer. However, this 
is another proj ect on it. own .. 
As a step towards the A.C. machine control, this system 
is most valus,ble, and show,s that the control algorithms are fairly 
straightforward and that error calculation is feasible. The limita-
tions are from the speed detection hardware. An important fact which 
also ~~ the surface )is that the computer can control extremely 
large pieces of equipment and, with the systems employed, receive no 




INTRODUCTION TO THE PR.INCIPLE OF TINE ~10DUL:.~. 
Although this thesis is primarily concerned with the 
digital control of the thyristor network required to implement time 
modulation of a three-phase system, it is necessary to get a clear 
picture of the principles involved in this unique form of modulation. 
The theory was developed at the University of Cape To,m by Professor 
N.C.Enslin, and is forming the basis of Mr M.Ca.sel·s w-Ork at presento 
The application of the principle to the control of induction motors 
has been patented by Professor Enslin. 
The principle is best illustrated when applied to the 
speed controll of an A.C. machine, but, as wilJl be shoWll later, the 
practicali implementation of this presents many difficulties, so that 
this thesis wilL only demonstrate that control is feasible, and show 
that the software developed is successful, by applying the computer 
plus thyristor netw<>rk to, the control of a purely resistive 10adO 
5.1 Simple Explanation of the ~ffect of Time Modulation. 
If we consider a star-connected motor, as in Pig No 
1'3, it is obvious that to run the machine at synchronous speed .!e 
would have to connect the machine to ABC on the phnsor diagram. If '1'"0 
now reconnect the machine to AlBIC' it can be seen that the step 
I'd d a 60° t t" f h wou pro uce rearda ~ono I , of course, t e step was in the 
opposite direction, it would cause a 60 0 incrementationo So then if 
the machine is sequential!ly connected in the sequence ABC - AtB'Ct -




















b) Machine Stator Windings 
FIG N° 13: A STAR-CONNECTED MACHINE FOR 
A TIME-MODULATED SYSTEM 
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would in effect produce a new applied frequency. The actual elJ.uiva-
Tent frequency would be a function of the speed at which we apply the 
successive re-connections - this is referred to a.s the "stepping-
speed". The system wil] produce an output frequency which is given 
by the equation 
f t = f 1 ou supp y -'- f •. c 2m 
,.men f t is the effective out.put fFequency, f 1 
ou supp Y 
the frequeney of. the three-phase supply, and f c the stepping speed 
(i.eo the speed at which we apply the sequential re-connections). 
m is the number of phases. Thus for a three-phase system we have a 
continuously variable output frequency which is purely a function of 
the input frequency and the stepping (or control) frequency. The di-
rection in which we step determines whether the resul',tant frequency 
is above or below the basic frequencyo 
502 Appliication to the Control of an Induction Notor .. 
An induction motor is essentially a fixed speed rna-
chine whose speed is a direct function of the applied frequency, i.e. 
f N = 0 ,where, N is the ,synchronous speed, f is the applied fre-
s - s 0 
p 
quency, and p is the number of pole pairso For many decades means of 
controlling the speed of induction motors have been devi sed (Ref any 
of the thousands of A. C. Machine textbooks and publications!) 0 These 
have all been some means of controlling and varying the applied fre-
quency, but most solutions are costly and bull,-y, and men have striven 
to achieve a rel'atively simple and e~onomical soLutiono The develop-
ment of the thyristor has led to the extension of inverters, etc, but 
the theory of time modulation offers a seemingly simple, economical 
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" 
and less bulky answ·er. As thyristors are being developed with very 
liarge ratings and their costs are being reduced, (), network of thy-
dators with a fairly simple control is becoming very feasibleo The 
ability of the computer, as this thesis sets out to show, to control 
such a network, makes the idea very attractive, as the computer coul.d 
control a multitude of machines in a, complJete system. 
So, in general then, the synchronous speed of the machine 
would be given by 1 f N = - ( fs ± ...£ ), where symbols have their same 
s p 6 
meaningso The importa.nt thing to note is tha,t this is a continuous!'y 
varia.bl:e system, which in principle is dependant on the stepping fre-
quenCY, f c ' the speed being varia.ble over a range from just t:bove 
standstill' to twice synchronous speed. 
5 0 3 Practical Implementation of 'rime !,iodulation. 
Fig No 14 ShOlvS a thyristor net"l,rork ,dlich ;.TiII be 
capable of. performing the necessary sequential switching required to 
carry out time modulationo This can be simply demonstrated if '\ore f.ol-
low through the foll!owing sequence for a delta-connected machineo 
(i) Connect winding I: between yellow and red by turning on the hlTo 
thyristors in set A5 and in set A6 0 The thyristors are connee-
t:ed in anti-paral1:el!, and are fired altel'nativelyo 
(ii) The first stepping pulse. turns off set AS at a suitable moment, 
io,eo a voTtage zero-crossing of yellow phase, uld then set Al 
is fired o The .. rinding is now connected betiVeen blue end redo 
(iii) The next pulse ,dll'. turn off set A6 and turn on A20 The winding 































- FIG N° 14 : THYRISIDR NETWORK FOR TIME MODULATION-
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The sequential switching order can easily be seen from 
the fOllowing tRble: (N.B. In this table the A' 5, B's end C' 5 refer 
to the ends of eA,ch ,finding as per Fig No 14) .. 
OUTPUT FREQUENCY RED PHASE YELLO W PHASE BLUE PHASE. 
f ~c c l a 2 a 1 b 2 b l c 2 s -S-
(Direction 











2 Stepping) c l 8'2 aI, 
, c 2 a1 a 2 b l b 2 cl' 








2 cr c2 a l a 2 b l {Direction 






















etc etc etc 
TABLE 5~ i} . DETAILS OF miITCHlNG SEQUENCE. . 
Note that im Fig No 14, each se~ of thyristors has been 
given two numbers - 2 and 3, -4 and 5, etc .. These refer for convenience 
110 the' sequence of switching, i"eo, to decrease frequency step 1 has 
A5 and Au ,on, step 2 has Al and AS on, etco> 
504 Determinat.ion of Switching Times and Negative Slaving 
I~ is at once obvious that not only the order in 
l.hich the thyristors are fired is important, but also ~ they are 
swi tched .. As stated above, the two anti-parallel thyristors in each 
set are fired alternatively to allow conduction in both directions .. 
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This could be done by pro-widing alternate trigeer pul1ses to the t~ro 
gates, but in order to reduce the amount 6f controlling required, and 
hence renuce the overalII cost, a system of "negative sTaving" was de-
vel'opedo. In this, a series diode in one arm (Ref Fig No 15) is used 
to provide the potential: , .... hen its corresponding thyristor is conduc-
ting, , .... hich wil] provide energy to be stored in inductance Lo Hhen 
that thyristor ceases to conduct, the stored energy is fed into the 
gat.e of the second thyristor Hndcauses it to fire" Practical. prob-
rems met ,.,ith in this system ,.,illJ. be dealt ,dth later, but in prin-
ciple it does reduce overall control, but also reduces overall costo 
The soTution to the problem of , .... hen to step' to the ne' .... 1 
connection is not very c1 ear, and, as ",ill be shown later, there do 
seem many possibilities. At present, the system used is to detect 
zero-crossing of the phase to be s,vitchcd off, and to base the step-
ping on thiso The maj or problem is obvious - line-to-line faults -
and this presents one of the maj or problems in the system. With a 
resistive load alI is fine as current follows voltage, so voltage 
zeros are the same as current zeros, but "ith inductive l'oads, as pre-
sented by a machine, this is not the case o So it cannot be assumed 
that a. vol'tage-zero is in fact the correct s,dtching interval, as 
there might stil'}! be a current present , .... hieh could Cause the thyris-
tor to conduct at the "lrong time, and cause line-to-Tine faul tso 
For the purposes of this thesis, running on resistive 
loads, zero-crossings ' .... ere acceptable and were found to produce suc-
cessfuJ: results. But it does appear that switching decisions must· 






Diode r , 
Transformer 
- FIG N° 15: NEGATIVE SLAVING -
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5.5~ Summar;y:. , ,! ", 
The intention of this chapter has been to present 
a brief and simplified introducction to the theories and some of the 
problems of time modula.tiono To get n, physical picture of the effect 
visualize that you have a three-phase supply in front of you., To 
time-modulate you simply pick out a phase, then drop it, and pick 
up'another phase, etc., The result is a. ,,,ave ,'lhieh is composed of the 
bi ts.r of the sine 1nlVeS you have sel'ected. iVi th the pm~erfu1 teo I of 
, 
a thyristor availabre, plus the associ[!,ted electronics, sueh n sys-
tem is feasible for very large {'<mounts of power. 
000000000000'0.0 
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pEVELOPMEN.T OF SOFTifARE FOR ceNTRaL OF TD1B l>lODUJ,ATION 
THYRISTOR' N}<~nIORK. 
Lt-V(OrlS 
The G-st chapt,cr dealt with the principles involved in 
time modul't: tion, and from this emerged some 0 f the prabl ems i<lhi eh arc 
encountered when programming a digi t~::,l computer to control the se-
quential thyristor firing .. The three main sections 'vhich ha.ve to be 
covered in the software development ["re:-
(i) Zero-cTossing detection 
(ii) The sequential s'vitchingo 
(iii) Delays and Updating. 
The relevant flo,.;-diagrams are contained in Figs No li6 (a),(b),(c),(~)o 
6.1 Overall Requirements of the Progrnmo 
The program ha,s to be able to reset and fire :tJle 
thyristors in a pre~determined sequence with due regard to synchro~ 
nization points and required stepping speed o The synchroni.zation, as 
stated previously, can be taken as the zero-crossing point of the 
phase feeding the thyristor which is to be reseto HO'fever, there is 
one problem that does emerge. l,rhen we step from Red-Yello,.; a.nd from 
Yellow-Blue, it can reset the thyri stor set on the negative~going 
crossing-point, fire the next set, and no bnch:-fire(ioeoline-to-line 
f(l,ult) should occuro This can be seen from Pig No: 14 by examination 
of the directions of the thyristorso M., vhfm the step is made from 
Blue 1HIck to Red, an extra hrdf-cycle must be allOwed to eo by be-
fore ,,,e can fire the next seto Thi s implies that 1.;,e must, act on the 
positive-going zero-crossing pointo Prom this it C8n be seen that the 
r.::e" 
-- ,,)'1.) -
zero-crossing routine used in the previous c,hapters must be changedo 
(See 6 0 2). 
Besides this one complication, the rest of the program 
requires careful: programming to achieve the correct sequential swi tch-
ing, and provision must be made so that the stepping speed and the 
direction of stepping may be simply and speedily altered. The follov-
ing sections deal in detail wi th ~Lch blod" in the QV'cra,ll progr2l!lo 
6 0 2 .Z.~ro-Crossing Routi.r:.2_ 
The routine is shown in algorithmic form in Fig ~!o 
16(d), and involves a short routine to determine direction of the 
zero-crossing, .lhich i tselt is obtainecl using the routines developed 
in Chapter II. The d.irection is determined by first seeing if the 
vu,lue read is positive or negative" The maximum or minimum valucis 
found by comparison of the sampled vfl,lue '·1.i th a value that is expec-
ted to be the limi t:iing valueo After thi s point has been found, the 
input is examined to find a zero-crossing point_ Thus, by Imowing 
,.;hether the zero-crossing has been found after Ii positive or negative 
maximum, the direction of the zero-crossing may be found, 8nd a sui t-
~Lble "flag" set accordingly" In the progr8ID this fl[~g may be examin-· 
ed to determine the correct zero-crossing pointo The reason for fin-
ding the maximum value is that it ensures that t,he direction is de-
termined correctly, since, as cen be seen from the original routine 
in Chapter II, the zero-crossing is only approximrctely found because 
of slowness of sampl'ing, so we could get e, case 1"hen the first sam-
ple is just positive, io eo +0001, and the next sample, I-Ihen examined 
for a zero-cross, could just fall inside the region allolved for a 
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Set A.:.....D Chan No for Red Phase 
[~N.B. The actual 
t hyris tor s controlled 
or e d e pen do nt on 
specified sequence] 
Delay and Updating 
Routine 
Zero- Crossing 
Det ection . Routi ne 
c..See 
Reset Spe c i fi ed 
T hy r i s tor Set ~ 
( See Fig Ibb) 
(See Fig Ibc) 
Fig Ibc) 
Ibd) 
Set A- D 
Chan No 
~--.~--, for r--....,~----, 
Ye Ilow 
Set A - D 
C han No '---''--------' .,..................",-.........., 
for 
~Iue Phose 
FIG N° 16 (a): ALGORITHM FOR eo NTROL 
- OF MULTI-THYRISTOR NETWORI<S 
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- FIG N° 16(b): DELAY ROUTINE BETWEEN RESETTING AND-
FIRING THYRIS TORS 
Store New Value 
at locatiqn DELY 
- FIG N° 16 (c): DELAY AND UPDATING ROUTINE -
- 5n -
Set-ve going 
,..---{ zero-cross flo 
Input Sample 




(See Fig No 4 for 
details of this st aq e) 
- FIG N° 16(d):ZERO CROSSING DETECTION ROUTINE -
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zero-crossing readingo This woul!d then gi vo a false result,. i •. o .. set 
the incorrect flag .. 
6 .. 3 Tn", Se'9uentiali Switch'inS"l> 
Fig l6(a) gives an overa.lll picture of the sequence 








Sel ect s{Hlueno:e' requiredc 
Get correct zero-crossing for Red phase .. 
Reset a,nd fire required thyri8t~:r sets .. 
Get correct zero-crossing for Yell'o'l phaseo 
Reset and fire required thyristor sets .. 
Get correct zero-crossing for Bl'ue pha.se .. 
(vii) Reset and fire requiro&'thyristor set so 
(viii) Examine required stepping speed and set. delay accordinglyc' 
1Vben deJlay completed, go back to step (ii) for next set of 
thyristorso 
(ix) At end of six steps check if same sequence required .. If no 
change, continue at (ii) .. If change order, return to (i) .. 
The selection of sequences is. made via a. specinl tele-
type message 'ihich sets the p)loogram to run through the gyri tching op-
erations required for that sequence.. In the actual program developed, 
. four modes were available: (a)To increase frequencyo 
(b)To decre.ase frequency .. 
(c)To rWl at synchron()us frequency .. 
(d) To 8.1]01.,· i;.he operator. to fire any re-
quired thyristors to faci]itate testing 
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wi th the -tihyristors' set to fire at synchronous frequency" 
6 0 4 Dehws Dnd UPdating R.outineo 
Basically, two delay routines Rre requiredo The 
first forms part of the updating ro:t,1tine. The required stepping 
speed is indicated by means of a potentiometer fed into the AnaLogue-
to-Digital! converter, as used before to indicate initial; cond.itions 
in the previous systems. Thi s value is' sui to.bly scaled and this sca-
led value is used to determine the stepping sIleed. by means of a de-
lay. In this, the value stored is counted dovm in a simple delay 
routine '\-,hich holds up the .computer before it, continue's on to. the 
next set of slfi tching instructions, i. eo, bot,,,een elj,ch step applied 
there is a delay set by means of a simple anal:ogne contrall ero By 
this means a continuously variable stepping Sl)eed may be obtn,inDd" 
'l'he second delay is one 1,fhich is not obvious from the 
outset and is one that in practice it vas found. essential to_ include. 
This delay, of fixed durction, is inserted bet"een each resetting and 
firing instruction, and covers any backfire which might occur because 
of the slight inaccuracies ,,,hich occur ,"hen determining the zero-
cross:i.ng point, since the exact zero-crossing point is not able to be 
determined by the method of samplingo The necessary duration of this 
delay was found to be of the order of 800 microseconds .. 
605 Drawbacks and Shortcomin,.S.fL of the Program De~el.oI2edo 
In the program developed there are numerous short-
comings .. 11ich place immediate restrictions on the control, and it is 
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a useful exercise to anactyse"t1itGse ,.:i,t~.,B:fl; ,fiye to further develop-· 
ment. It must ah.ays be borne in mind'that the system must be a 
re~:distic one, and one that can have a practical U.PIJlication. The 
experimental program fall s short of thi s mainly with regard to time 
consumption. The routines "lhich involve the use of the AnaI0f,"Ue-to-
Digital conversions are time-consuming' - the continual srunplina is: 
'(asteful' - and, such time can be more vt:l uably u sed. in con tro 1:. 0 f 
other m::l,chines, ca.l1culations or data-logGingo As ",i th the t"ro pre-
vious systems, the interrupt system could be used to give syn chron-
ization and eliminate the costly sampl!inr: periods .. Likew'ise, the 
stepping-speed indicator should be digital', as "ill the feed-back .. 
The second major d.efect is that no referenc·e is made to 
the currents flo,dng - as stated, this is not important in A. resis-
tive load, but in a prn.ctical situation is of vital interest .. A very 
sensi tive form of current detection is required here to tell the com--
puter exactly which thyristor is on or offo This information could be 
fed to tne compu·ter and the program run with reference to t,hese con-
di tions., 
The third problem is the fact that the progrnm is purely 
se.quential, and so very hieh stepping speeds cannot be achieved since 
the zero-cross of one phase must Rhmys be obtained before the next 
pha.sc ca.n be examined.,. Thj.s is not a serious problem, but is a. result 
, arising frnm the method of zero-crossing detection used o Use of the 
interrupt system, ,-dth the priority interrupt principle being employ-
ed, will eliminate this restriction o 
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I, 
To snmmari se"tnenj the prbg'ram.:develop0d is quite ade-
quate to prove that t.he system is feasible and j>racticnl, provided, 
it is realised thnt the restrictions were made in its developmento 
To 2-chieve the, really flexible situation ,·rill require much develop-
ment in the fields of. small current detection, and the improvement 
of digital) f,eedback techniqueso 
.0.000000000 •• 0 
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CHAr'fER VII 
~- .'. {"; 
This chapter is cone crned ",i th -{;he physical layout o..nd 
construction of the thyristor net,v-ork, plus the interfacinc to the 
computer, and all! associated el'ectronicso It must be noted here thnt 
the actual rack 1-H'.S designed by Nr NoCase (See Aclmo1vledeernents), und 
constructed by the De:r:>artment IS lvorkshops. The '''iring of the control 
lines and the final debugging and testing ''las carried out h~r the 
~
authoro 
7.1 Brief Descri,Ption of th.e Th~ri stor Racl"o 
The' rack. "JaS designed in order that it might be as 
versatile e.s possibleo The thyristors lvere the same as those speci-
fied in Appendix II, and in order to dissipate the hea.t generated 
when running the system at its maximum rating, a large area of heat-
sink was requiredo The solution was found to be th'e use of sets of 
cast cooling fins recovered from the pover supplies of a scrapped 
computero These were then mountod on a frame and connected in the 
form shown in Pie No 170 'Vi th this form of mounting, the nni t could 
be used in bny mode, and be used to run maahines iV'ith current demands 
of up to 25 Amps per thyristoro Each thyristor set was individually 
fus ed, alloid.nlJ for e? sy testing, etc. 
Betlleen the heatsinks-mounted thyristor in each set was 
mounted a sma,ll length of tag-bo::~rd~ on to i'mich the tri8'2er cireui ts 
plus negative slaving coils c~m be mounted. Aeain, this was deliber-
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~EClch block represents a set of onii-parallei 
_ J thyristors with associated firing circuits, 
aVERA LL THYRISTOR NETWORK CONTROL SYSTEM -
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impl'ementedo The control! '.vires.,.for eD>ch.'f~r,ing unit were tall:en out 
via twisted pairs of P.O. cable to a 32-pin socket. From this outlet 
t.dsted pairs ran to the EXC interfaceo 
Final]y, the supply was taken off a three-phase variac, 
and the synchronizing si&.'Tlal~s fed viD, siep-dm,n transformers (D,S de-
scriber in Chapter III) to the An[l,loL,rue-to-Digitf'J. convertero The 
loading ,{ill' be described in det;:;,il Intero 
The individuar trigger circuits were similar to 
that sho1m in Fig No 2, with tva changeso FirstlY, resistance R4 
may be dispensecl "ii th, and secondly the inverter sto.ge is not used o 
The reason for this is that in order to mRke the system compatible 
with the electronic controller being used on the off-rine control 
work, this system had to 1vork off the same logic, i.eo the firing 
pulses Ilre released ,,,hen 0 volts are applied to the inhibit, and tur-
ned off by +2 volts being appl'iedo This n,rso meant that a slight 
change had to be made at the EKC interface board, and the output 
from the flip-flops (See Fig No l(d)) had to be taken from the Q 
output rather than the Q, fa e. to get the different logic form o This 
system is, however, undesir"bl:e, 'a,s it does make the ,.hole system 
non--fail:-'-sAfe in the sense that all thyristors will be fired if the 
controll~r does not hold their control lines to +2 volts o So the 
program must ensure thn,t this situation cnnnot occur, but obviously 
if the computer is switched off before the paver to the thyristors 
is, or if a control line goes oren-circuit, incorrect firing will 
occnro Th0 system was adopted purely to suit other aspects of the 
r:" - ·)0 -
,york usinG this netivorlc ..: ''ia:t;cil'1y the ,ei:rcu'itry vsen previously, 
""here ~m inverting stage (l?ig 2) is incl;uded in the fi.rinG control', 
should b~ used as this is compLetely foil-safeo 
The EXCinterface was dealt with in Chapter I, and be-
sides the one change mentioned above, wns found to perform sctisfac-
torilyo 
7 0 3 N egati ve Sl'avinli.' 
, The principle of negative slaving has been dealt 
1·,ith in Chapter VI. How-ever, it, vas found in practice to l)resent 
some difficulty. The problem arises through B. 'IV'ide spread in the 
gate cha.ral:teristics of the thyristor.s used. Generally, a coil of 
inductance .4 11 and a Q-factor of 20 is found to provide enouGh en-
ergy \vith a steep enough vor:tage front to tri[Hrer the slaved thy--
ristoro But in certain cases this is not the case, (lnd it a.ppears 
th~1.t for some thyristors more energy \ri th a faster (md hiGher voltage 
front is requiredo One answer is to use coil s of a higher Q-factor, 
with a step-up ratio, i.eo in the form of an auto-transformer, so 
that a higher voltage is pumped into the sra.ved thyristor. 
The prob~em w.ith this solution was that it would require 
a re-design of the coils and this would consume valuable timeo So a 
compromise was reached, simply raising the vol!tage' applied to the 
coil by inserting a second diode in series with the present one. Ob-, 
viously, this is uneconomical, but it WfJ,S merely [I. compromise in or-
der to get this thesilJi' advanced 8S QuicklY as possible - it being 
the principles a.nd not the practical netails "'hich arc tlie subj ect 
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concerned here. . '.' ~ 
7.4 Loading of the N et,vark o 
In order to provide on overall check of the system. 
from the point of vie" of hardvare snd soft'fare development, tho rack 
was run OJl!J. to a purely resistive load o The appli ed voltage ,vas about 
70 volts (:phase) [lnd the lloads determined from this. First.ly the 
ma.in road, vhich replaces tho normr,!' machine 'finding connections, '·'as 
set, to 500 ohms, ",itll a suitable dissipa.tion rating (this is Rl in 
Fig No 17). Secondly, and this applies more so in the case of induc-
tive loads, it is essentia.l to ·provide each thyristor 'vi th a small. 
current to fire on when it is turned on, as there may not be enough 
current flo,vinrr through the thyristor to latch it (sin ce the thyri s-
tor requires 8, minimum current to fire on, cc-.lled the "latching cur-
rent", See Ref 6) 0 This current nmy be provided by a. snitr,.ble resist-
ance (r
c 




, etc, to 
neutrulo The latching current of the thyristots ul!;-ed is of the order 
of 40 rnA, so r may be set to lOGO ohmso 
c 
7 0 5 Protection of the Thyristors_ and Computox:o 
The firing circuits ensure that the computer is iso-
lated from any large pOlfer elements, and provided the inSUlation on 
the pulse trnnsformers is adequate, there is virtually no chance of 
high vol tn.ge A.C. gettinrr on to the EXC interface, and hence into the 
computero The synchronizing signalS are protected from overvoltaee 
being applied to the Anal'ogue-to-Digi tal converter by zener diodes, 
as is the input from the stepping speed indicatoro 
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The thyri stors ar'c' naturc"llj an expensive item, and 
must be fully protected. As stated before,' each set is fully fused, 
and in the early t/est stages these fuses ,,,ere set so that they '-lOuld 
blov n.t any current above the expected oneo 1{i th the Toading outlined 
above, the maximum current should be just about .9 Amps, so fuse ""ire 
vi f,h a rating of 101: i-iIllIlS vas t1f;cd, the princirle beine th[it ,my 
line-to-l:ine fn.ul t 1>'ould cause this small fuse t·o blow, and protect 
the thyristors. In prEctice, this scheme 1wrIes fairly ifell ::md is use--
ful for initi2"1 testinco Once the proerf!m had been verified, the fuse 
rating was increased so that variations in loading, etc, could be 
made to test the system fully. 
One point ,vitich was not catered for, was the reduction 
of transients which occ:ur ",hen the thyristors are turned on and off 
(See Ref 18), for example, the reverse recovery chargco Such effe'cts 
are lil,ely to cause spurious firing, etc, in other thyri::,tor sets, 
especially vhen operating on inductive londs, but on the present sys-
tem caused no il1-effects o These may, however, be reduced by 2n RC 
network connected across each thyristoro 
The question of pick-up and interference from the power 
side on to the controli lines was investigated, and the DnSVer lies in 
keeping the control vires "~ell amlY from the pOllcr sections, and in 
the use of t"fisted pairso In this vay, there ",'as no noticeable inter-
f.erence. The actual' controll lines ",'ere brought out of the front of 
the rack and simply strung together in self-sup;porting trees. 
One final problem that will ali-lays occur is that any 
s,d tching transients which can occur ontb.e.computerl s supply ilhen 
associated erj11ipment is md tched on or off, say a la.rge m,].chine at. 
the other end. of the laboratory, crm. get into the computer and feed 
rubbish into its memory., In prn.ctice this proved to be rather ae 
s:::mce, but could only be eliminated if the computer 1<H1S run off a 
compJ'etely sepa.rated and isolated supply., H01iTCVer, at present this 
remains an inherent potential' dunger., 
7.,6 Genera.r Instrumenta.tion. 
11 
As this was an experimental system, instrumentation 
",as not of vital importAnce, the most important instrument bc:Jing a 
. -~ 
storage-oscilloscope. As the 1iTaveform produced is not t:repetitions,J 
~----~ 
this presents triccrerina difficulties in the osc;i.lloscope, so that 
the storage facility is vitalQ Current waveforms a.re easily observed 
by mesns of series connected shunts., Ammeters 1-rere connected in the 
incoming lines to provide a monitor of the currents being dravtl., 
In order to produce meaningful ,"aveforms, an ultra-violet recorder 
1vas used, rm.d this aspect will be dea.lt with more fully in the next 
chaptero 
• .,.000000000 .... 
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CHAP'l']!"'!R VIII 
"-'~~---""-7;-",-,. , 
In the preceedin::; chapters the cleve)jQpment of the hard-
'''[Ire ::mtl software necessary to control the thyristor network to per-
form time mudulation, has been fully c1escribedo It remr1ins nO~'l to 
give an account of the results obtained on tests run 'fi th this system, 
and then to analyse theseLresults, remembering tha.t the system must 
have some practicaJJ feasibility. 
8 .. ]) Practical: Difficulties aud lni tial Impressions., 
One of the greatest problems "men running the system 
for the first time is the setting-up of del11y routines, scaling f2.c-
tors, etc, and the fact that the retck is not fn.il-safe - (,ny vrong 
step lfil!' normal!y end Hi th a series of blo,'ffi fuseso (Preferable to 
blO1'iIl thyristors, thought) So the first two obj ects Fere to ensure 
e 
that both sides of the system \-lere independ~ntly funct,ion ing correct-
ly. The program may be cheeked and debugGed quite simply, as the EXC 
interface Cfm be isolatec! from t,he trigger circni ts, and tho Analogue-
to-Digital converter can be fed tlirectly off the three-phase supply. 
Using a multi-trace oscilloscope, the various pulses produced hy the 
EKC interface may be examined with reference to the A.C o supply, pnd 
the program checll:.ed completely in this manner", Scaling factors rela--
tive to stepping speed settings may be set at this stage, as 'veLlI 
a,s lengths of some of the delay routineso The delay routine betveen 
resetting and firing pulses is best estimnted, and the optimum de-
. termined, at a later stageo 
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The opera,tion. of the thyrist~.rs and their associated 
firing circuits mr.y easily be checked out, tnis being one rathor dubi-
ous ndvnntnge of the control system, since 1'lhen the interface is dis-
conn0cted, all trigger circuits gre enabled" So to check each set·, 
its correspondine fuse just needs to be inserted~ In fnct,this de-
buggi~g process proved to be a major time-consuming ~,spect, (lue main-
ly to the variations in gate characteristics •. (See Chapter VII for 
comments on negative slaving problems) 
Once these two sections had been verified, the system 
as a whole could be run, starting with the control set to.~ step at a 
very slbw stepping speed •. GeneraTI:r, from this stage onw.ards ri ttle 
difficulty was experienced with the system" and llong tests could be 
carried out with the computer in compll.ete controli. As expe\:ted, wd.th 
a resist.ive 11oad,. rittle troublJe was experienced with back-fires.Th. 
next sections deal; with the' gathering and analysis of results. 
8.,2 Processes involved in the System Verificationo 
The first question that must, be asked is, "vhut will: 
prove that the system issuccessfnl? ", i o,eo, "llhat are the import3.l1t 
criteria for system verification?". Two criteria seem vitalo 
(i) Does the system cs~ry out. its designed ~lnctions? 
(ii) Is the computer. abl'e to control the system continnalJ:y over e. 
long period? io e. Is the system stable? 
The secona of these can only be of importance, of 
course, if the fiirst criteri.on is true" So the system must be run up 
and the output examined, and then the system must be run continuous-
ly for a lengthy period, after llhich the out::.JUt must be eXilfnined, 
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and compared to the first output viewed" 
In order to view' the output, a. storage oscilloscope 
is a.dequate, but for a permanent record the ultra-violet pen recor-
der is needed, plus, of course, being multi-channel. The connection 
of this to the system is fairly simpl e using series shunts for current 
observqitions and rotential-divider networks for voltnge \"!"v,:,forms,, 
Once" it 'vas verified that all three loads 'olere T)erform-
ing in exactly the same .. my, att.ention ,·ms devoted to one lo;;\,d, ::tlld 
three aspects were recorded. and compf:.red, i. e" phase vol taee, voltage 
across load, and load cnrrent" It l·ras found th~.t the system W(lS re-
liable and vfvrinble from a maximum si.epping speed of 48 st,e::;s p~r 
second up, and d.01m to 8 stepping slJeed. of ono step per minuteo This 
1vould give rJ.se to a frequency varietion of 42 Hz to 58 IIz, In mi fl.p·-
plication to an induction motor 'lTith four poles, +,11e speed variation 
iVould amonnt in theory to e speed varip.tion of approximately 1260 to 
1740 r.p.m •.• This is not a very great range, but it must be realised 
that this hO.5 tvo significant fB.cts:-
(i) Continuous variabi~ityo 
(ii) Range is restriciied only by soft,vare. This can definitely be im-
proved by elimination of the present Analogue-to-Digi tal mec,ns of 
synchronizD.,tion. 
Also, it has been found in l)rf,ctice thr:.t in fc·et this' 
rr'nge is easily obtained by the method of time-moQuIn,tion, and nny 
gre8,ter varlation produces many other complicntions. 
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NATURAL COMMUTATION 
_. FIG N° 18: PREDICTED WAVEFORM AT ONE END OF LOAD WITH REFERENCE TO NEUTRAL -
8.3 Analysis of Treoces :t:.0~ Verifica.t:!:.on 0L~!:....§;[steIllo 
(See Figs 19 (a), (b) .,nd (c).) 
At first sight the traces obtained from the ultra-
violet recorder appear to be rather strange, ,md in order to make 
some sense of them, it must be determined lvhat sort of trace is, in 
fact, expected. An examination of Fig No 18 ivil]. supply the anSi'ier to 
this. 
In this figure two important. points must, be kept in mind 
(i) Natural commutation may occur betw'een Red p.Jld Yellow, and 
between Yellow and Blue. 
(ii) When a trnnsi tion is made baclt from Blue to Red, an extra wai 1:.-
ing period must be allowed because, of the direction of the thy-
ristors (See Fig No 14)0 
So nOll, referring to Fig No 18, the folloiling sequence 
occurs:-
(i) Synchronize ",!th Red phase at point SR' reset Red phRse t.hyris-
tor and fire YelIo",phase set~ Natural commutG,tion occurs as 
demonstratedo Exact point of firing of Yello,'l, Fy , depends on 
derays allow'ed, etc" 
(ii) SJ'T),chronize .vith YeTIoil phase at point Sy , reset Yell!oi'l phase 
thyristor, Dnd fire Bluo l)hase seto Nn:tural commutD.tioh occurs" 
(iii) Synchronize 1vi th Blue phnse at point SB ' reset Blue phase thy-
ristor, but i\TUit for negative haLl' cyclc to complete i·ts con-
duction period before firinG Red phaseo ,Hcnca the period of 
zero vol'tage will. occuro 
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. FIG N° 19(a): WAVEFORMS FOR SLOW STEPPING 
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FlG N° 19 (b): WAVEFORM FOR FAST STEPPING SPEED': fout -"- 45 Hz 
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So careful' obse:rv[;·tion and understunding of the sketched 
three phase diagram ,.,il):, present the typical waveform that is expec",:" 
'ted A,t one end of the load ,'{hen referred to the neutral. 
Now: the next step' is to analtyse the actual; waveforms 
obtained .. It must be cl'earLy understood that in observing the w.ave-
form across the load, the eff'ect of the above sequence is now- applied 
to both ends o£ the load, and the lbad voltage is the overall! effect, 
considering that each end is switched in sequence as described. 
Fig No,l9(a) ShOWB the waveforms obtained for a rela-
ti velrY slow.. stepping rate. This trace: clearly illustrates the effect 
on one side of the winding rel'ative' to neutral •. In the upper curve, 
points X, Y and Z a.re equivaI'ent to points F 
B " FR and Fy,in 
the 
sketch on Fig No' 18. The simil'arity proves that the out:put is as pre-
dicted. The centre trace is the voltage appearing across the load 
this reflects the effects of the steppina nnd produces all outptlt 
frequency of approximBte1y 49 Hz. The current trace, of course, just 
fo11'm"s the voltage because of the resi stive.! load. 
Fig ~TO 19(b) show's similar traces obtained for f. higher 
stepping speed - the approximate output frequency is 45 Hz, i. eo, 
stepping at 30 Hzo The characteristics are the same as expectedo One 
point to demonstrate is that there Inc reGions when the voltage sldng 
i",Cross t,he l011d is greatly reducedo It is due to the difficult trans-
ition bet"reen Blue and Red, T..There one side of the lond has zero 
vol:ts appJ:ied to it, with, of course, Q, resistive load to neutralo 
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Fie No 1'9(c) sho.fs the same·settings as in FigNa 19(b) 
exce:;?t that the trace has been greatly ex.:pr:.mled. by increasing the 
paper speed of the recorder" 'l'hc v<J,rious transitions are cle,.rly 
shoim here. Slight irreg1l1nrities in the t,races at points such as K 
are caused by the slight delay bctlveen firing pulses beinG '.Pl)liecl, 
and the thyristor actually firing. 
8.4 Conclusions on the Control of the Tine ModulEttion 
-~"'----
Th~r:tstor Networh:. 
It is not int~nded to give a critical appreciati.on 
of the practicdities of time modulationo There a.rc obviously many 
points to be investigated, and its usefulness as a method to control 
an A"C" machine has still to be fully examined. It hilS been the in-
tention of the author to present a unique method to control the~ 
eeded to produce time-moclulation, Dnd the resul tq must be 
examined in this light. 
It has been positively demonst,rated that such a control 
~ . 
scheme (is able to) be implemented, a.nd the hard'vare and software have 
been sho,m to be satisfactory .. This is cler,.rly demonstrn..-Led by the 
trfl.ces taken - the predicted results have in fn.ct been confirmed un-
del' test conditions. There. appear no,-,7 to be two uses of this scheme" 
Firstly, it otm be used for the absolute control of machines o Sec-
oncHy, it may be used A..S a tool" in. the future resellrch into the ap-
plicn.tions of time-modu18tion, since sequencing, timing, etc, may 
easily be altered without the necessity of 'Producing nev. electronic 
hardware" The whole field may now be fully inves'tigated, and pos-
sibly many defects or advantages may come to l"ight .. 
- Be -
/ 
As for the 1.;rorkctone so far, 'there seem to be m~ly 
avenues for improvement .. Firstly, the synchronization times Qust 
be queried .. Ob:::;erva,tions mnde of the traces produceil. suggest that 
there are far more' favourable s,vi tehing points lThich, if used, could 
produce a waveform ,.".hich is far smoother, LUld free frollJ'discontinuities. 
In this way, many harmonics which are obviously present in the wave-
forms obtained, may be reduced 01" compl etely @mi te~ Thi s mc<'.ns 
that the zero-crossing synchronization is therefore not desir"bleo 
Thus, if the computer were fed ,dth more information from the actual 
thyristor b::mk, it could select the most suitnble sw'itching points. 
The question of line-to-line fuults must also be cure-
fulTy considered. One view is thfl.t there is a statistical prob2bility 
0'£ these occurring, Q,nd the thyristors must be selected to cope ,.;ith, 
them. But it does seem possible that if synchronization firing points 
could be more cf1refull'y selected, these effects could be reduced to a 
minimum. Incidentally, if the computer ,vere to carry out the sa-
quence se]ection and not run under such strict program control, it 
would make the computer more suitable to be abl:e to contro] more 
than one machine, as is desirable in a practicaL system., 
The rate of step;ping has been purel~ under the controll 
of the operator. In a practical situation this would be based on in-
formation fed-back from the system, i.e. would cOrijpletely close the 
loop. The situation that could arise is that the system might need to 
be run so slowly that time modulation control would cease to be capa-
ble of producing such a low ~~~alcy signalo This would require the 
computer now to fire the thyristors to produce a cycloconverter sys-
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gramming ,,,QuId obviouslY ariseo 
••• 000000000 ••• 
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···,CIIAPTER;-·,IX' 
OVERA.LL REVIEW OF DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL OF rrf!.YRISTOR Nl<rrWOHXS. 
The objects of this thesis were outlined in the intro-
duction, and the step-by-step development has been set out in the 
proceeding chapters. In this chapter a bro~d view of the whole con-
cept is taken, with speciol regard to the feasibility 2nd practical 
application of such a form of control, as indicated by the results 
obtained o 
Generally, the aim of this thesis has boen achieved in 
that hnrd1l8,re and soft1v8.re have been cleveloped to control, by mCf:'J1S 
of nn on-Line digital computer, various c6nfigurations of thyristor 
netw·orl\:s. In most cases, only one possibl-e confiljuI'ntion I-TOB con-
trolled_, but, especially in the case of the large time modulation 
net1mrk, many other configurf~tions are possible. It may easily be 
seen that such a network may be fed off D.C. to perform the flIDction 
of r-en inverter, or off A.Co- to become a cyclo-converter or' a straight 
three-phrtse:-bridge ::r:ecf,i.fiero For all these confiGurations, the basic 
hard'v&re is the same as has been constructed, and -the problem remains 
purely one of software" It is important to remember that to allow full 
control of the neiiwork as laid out, the idea of neg2-tive slaving 
must be dropped and control, by the computer, must be obtained for 
all 36 thyristorso This 1vould require either another set of flip-flops 
?vnd additional decoding, or the t~,o outputs Q ~md Q must be utilised 
and used to set sera.rate fTip-flops 1-lhich are reset by some overall 
instruction o This might be of some {ldvr:nt;'1ge as it lyoul'd ensure com-
plete r~setting before the next firing group i~ oper~ted, and will 
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lead to a. slightly more safe and back-fire-free systemo 
..... , ',' !: 
,(" 
"";':." -, 
It is very significant that there is relatively Little 
published \'lOrk on these topics (See Reference List) 0 One import:mt 
reason for this is that it is obviously not economical to use an 
extremely co stly computer to control one netw'ork Qnd hence one mr;.-
chineo The future obviously lies in the integration of the computer 
into the control of a multi.!thyristor system, "I"here the computer 
controls numerous mu,chines ',chich react "lvith each other, and also 
performs other menial tasks such as d8.ta-logging, etco In case of 
an alarm, the computer could undertake any protective nction requiredo 
Similar such schemes have been employed in iuclustry, 
but at present most of them involve a large percentage of Analogue-
to-Digital; and Digi tal-io-Analogue conversions, and are not stric'tly 
digital controllers in the sense used in this thesiso 
In general:, the contro:t of DoC. machines appears to be, 
as indicated by results obtained, relatively straightforward, and very 
feasible as so little of the computer"s time is taken in actually 
performing the control functionso As stated previously, as an off-
shoot of this thesis, work has progressed on the control of more 
than one mf:.chine by Une central computero To make such a, system use-
ful practically, much of the 'iT8sted computer time must be eliminated. 
Several 'vays of L.chieving this arc apparento Firstly, all forms of 
AnnTogue-to-Digital conversions using conversion hardware must be 
eliminftted o These may be replaced by the use of' a digital tochometer, 
use of the interrupt facility of the computer, and reducing the nUffi-
bel' of synchronization points by mea..'1S of a hard'\vu,re Real-time clock. 
" ". '; "' . .; .'" ~ ." 
Secorrdly, any l'arge amDunt of datn-handling must be carried out us-
ing di:l:'8ct memory accesso And all' alarms ,.;auld, as is presently 
being carried. out, use the :priority interrupt inputs. These methods 
would also largely reduce the number of co stly peripheral s, ,vhich, 
as most computer users ha,ve found to their dismfLY, amount to a large 
percentage of the total cost of the system" 
The latter section of this thesis has dealt "ith the 
application of the digital computer to the control of thyristor nct-
works to perform time-modulation. This really t.hrovs the field of 
speed control' of induction motors into the hands of the digital' com-
puter systemo From the comments in the l"ast chapter it ,.;ill be real-
ised that there is a lot of work still.needed in this field, but the 
progress vir. experiments carried out has ShOlm. that the principle of 
computer control of large A.C. machines is feasible "ithout having 
to go through th~usual step of conversion to DoC. and then the use 
of an invertero One point worthy of note is that, for very large rna-
chines, the cost of the computer controlled system could be consider-
ably less than the present systems being used. 
A~ mentioned previously, it would be of great economic 
interest to eliminate the Analogue-to-Digital converters, and to go 
directly into the computer in digi taT formo Conventional digital 
shaft encoders tend to be limiteu. in their resolution at high speed, 
and the work on time moduJ~:ation has inclicated that it would be grea,t-
ly C'-dv811tageous if the computer IUlew the eX2~ct state of each thyris-· 
tor and the eXE.,ct position of' the rotor" So this ,"ould rec;uire accu-
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rate cur.rent detections (or, in fact, nny means of determining vhat 
',""'1".;.' :,- •..• 
the stftte of a thyristor is), phIS an extremely acr.curn.te ,rnen.."1S of 
digital' feedbac}i:. From these pnrameters, t.he comImter could decide 
its optimu.m s1vi tching sequence in relation to the overn.TJ: system o 
11ith the stnte of the art 8·S it is n.t the present, then, 
it can be cl'en,rly st,'tied that direct digital' control of thyristor 
net~i'Orks is a successfuT means of control, hut from an economic l)oint 
of v:iew, the computer must be the heart of a comp1:ex of networks con-
trolring a complete systemo Once this l)oint is reaohed, then direct 
digital control becomes an economic prospccto 
.oooooOCOooo •• o 
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APPE[\fDIX I 
THE VARIAN DIGITAL COMPUTER. 
A full description of the computer system used may be 
found in Reference No 40 However, in order to provide the reader 
with a brief outline of' this system, the following section has been 
incl'uded o The computer used for the purposes of this thesis was a 
Varian Data 620/i Digi tar. Computelr', which is a smalll, modern, system-
oriented machine, and which can be employed for special dieital and 
hybrid applications as well! as for general computational use. The 
,model used had the follOwing notable features:-
(a) 8,192, l8-bi t words of' memoryo 
(b) 1 0 8 microsecond cycle time, i.eo, the time to bring an instruc-
tion from memory, act upon it, v.nd replace ito 
(a) Fast reader and punch facilities - the computer working on a 
pnper-tape system. 
(d) Analogue-to-Digi tal Interface provided (See later nibte) 0 
Io E Organization. 
The organization. of the Varian is typical of a mod.--
ern small computer, and basical]y provides 9 registers, three of 
which are directly accessible for data handling (These are referred 
to as the A, B and X registers), plu.'3 a fairly unique Bus structure 
by which information is routed via paralTel communication pathso The 
"E-Bus" is particul'arly important as thisds the bus which is exter-
nally aceessibl!e and on to which interfacing equipment such as the 
Analogue-to-Digital converter, !U\.p. the special EXC interface, is con-
- 89 -
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nected. The E-Bus. is a parall1el:. bus which carries each bit in a sel-
ected word, which may be placed on it via an input/output instruction 
or an External Control Instruction, as well as various control pulses 
and voltage rails (See Appendix Table No 1 of E-Bus connections) 0 
In addition, the Varian has a Direct Hemory Access Pac-
ility and a multilevel priority interrupt system. 
1.2 Inte~facingo 
As mentioned previously, interfacing equipment is 
connected directly on to the E-Bus. Two important interfaces were 
used for the work in this thesiso The first is the Analogue-to-Digi-
tal interface, ,,,hich was supplied with the computer' and constructed 
locallJy. This consists of a lO-channel mul tipl exer module, a sample-
and-hold module, an }~alogue-to-Digitnl converter, and various deco-
ding networks and buffers •. The programming of the Analogue-to-Digi tal 
Converte~ is simple:- ~ 
(a) The channel is sel'ected by placing a suitable selection "mask"on 
the E-Bus~ 
(b) This opens the selected channel, which is then connected to the 
sample-and-hold modul'eoc 
(c) After a suitable settling time, the sample-and-hold is frozen 
by' an external control' pulse, suitably addressed. This al'so starts 
the Analogue-to-Digital module convertingo 
(d) The Analogue-to-Digi tal' modul'e is sensed for a signal '"hich indi-
cates that the conversion: is completedo "'hen this signal is received, 
the digital value is transferred into the sel'ected register or mem-
oxy location o< 
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The Anal'ogue-to-Digttal ~onye~ter has a range of +10 
volts to -10 vollts, and gives an lcr-bit-pl!us-sign-bit digital' equiv-
arent, i.oo 3'177octal is equivalent. to 1'0 vol tso The accuracy. is 4 
millJivW.ts. 
The' second interface is the EXC interface, which was 
designed and constructed for the specific needs of this thesis o See 
Chapter I for details,. 
1,.3 Control' of the ComJ!l:ltero 
As w'ith all' digitlal computers, the Varian 620/i has its 
o,m machine-code,with the folllowing specific features:-
(a) Addressing,. 
(i) Direct addressing of 2,048' .. lOrds in memory" 
(ii) Relative addressing (Relative to program counter, X or B 
Register) 
(iii) Multi-level indirect addressing, io.e.,. finding 8.. new address 
at the' address specified" 
(iv) Immediate and Extended addressing .. 
(b) Instructions. 
There are both single and double instruction words used, with onr 
100 standard commands and many other macroinstructions., The in-
structions are as fol1ows ; Load, Store, Arithmetic, Logical, 
Jump, Jump and Marit, Execute', Immediate, Input/Output, Register 
Change, Logical and Arithmetic Shift, Control and Extended Addres-
singo 
(~) Programming (See Ref No 4) 
The computer has available a compiler (or assembrer) softly:are 
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packag., referred to as "DAS" •. , This is a relatively simple autocode ... '.. . . ~ . 
ranguage, and the general format may be seen in the programs referred 
to in Appendix IV. It is basically a language in which all machine 
\ 
code instructions, addresses, constants, etc, are given a simple and 
meaningful mnemonic format .. Source programs are 'l-rritten in this l'an-
gurtge, and the compiler program is used to "compile" the obj act pro-
gram, which is finnlly plHced by the paper,..punch on to paper tape .. 
In the process of compilation, a fu.n listing is obtained .. (See App, 4) 
Note: (i) The widely-used auto code "FORTRAN tI mny be used on thi s com-
puter, but, for On-line purposes, it is far easier to use 
the "DAS" coding \Thich is so similar to the actuAl machine 
code. of the computer .. 
(if) In the listings given by "DAS",. the first column of fig--
ures contains the location in memory , .. liere the machine-
cede instruction, listed in the second colu.mn, is s·tiored 
"hen the program is loaded. into memory .. The rest of each 
libe contains the source program data .. 
.... 0 0 00000000 ....... 
Line: Function Line: Function Line: Funetion I Line: Function --- - -~ ... - .. 
)) GIlD 22 GRD 43 SYRT -
2 EBOO - 23 EBll6 - 44. IUAX _. 
3 GRD 24. GRD 45 115 
4. ESO] - 25 EB17 - 46 116 
5. GRD 26 GRD 47' 117 -5V 
6 EB02 -' 27 FRYX - 48 1118 +5V 
"( GRD 28 49 TRQX - 119 -12V 
8 EB03 - 29 DRYX - 50 TROX - 120 +l!aV 
9 GRD 30 GRD 5l 121 .. +5V 
10 EB04 - 31 SERX - 52 122 =100 
11: EB05 - 32 GRD 53 GRD 123 -5V 
12 EB06 - 33 54 CDCX - 124 -5V 
13 EB07 - 34 55 GRD 125 .... 5V 
14 ER08 - 35 56 DCEX. - 126 +5V 
1'5 EB09 - 36 57 GRD 127 -12V 
]6 EBIO - 37 58 TAKX - 128 -12V 
17 EEl I -. 38 GRD 59 GRD·, 129 +12V 
18 EB12 - 39 60 DESX -. 130 
. 
19 EB13· - 40 GRD 611 
20. EE]4 ~ 41' 62 
21' EB1S - 42 
APPENDIX TABLE NO ]: g ...... BUS CONNECTIONS", 
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APPENDIX II . 
NOTES ON ·THE THYRISTORS USED 
m THE SINGLE-PHASE AND THREE-PHASE SYSTEMS 
It must be no~ed that the thyxistoxs used in the last 
application described, i.eo. the' speed control' of the induction mo-·-
tor, were: part of an ex:isting arrangement designed and constructed 
as pa.rt of Mr MoCase'''s Ph.D. thesis (See Itefo 8), and no design 
details are dealt with in this thesis. For the earlier applications 
the principal details of the thyristor's used are as follow.s (For 
full! detail's see Ref. 7):-
Thyristor Specification 
Type 
Peak Reverse, Voltage' (Repetitive) , 600 vo1:.t s 
Peak Forward BlOcking Voltage (Rape.ti tive) 700 vol.ts 
FOr1fard Current: Avg DoC.,. at conduction angle of 180 0 : 22 Amperes 
RMS Value 
Peak Surge Current (for one cycle max.,) 
Rate of Change of Forward Current, !!" 
dt 









: 0-5 Watts 
Triggering ConsiderationSoAs stated before, triggering 
by means 0.1' unijunction transistor oscilliators was chosen. Pulse 
triggering of this form is very convenient and, as can be seen, 
tends itself to automatic c.ontrol via the computer .. Pulse triggering 
Ca.t:L alLso accommodate the wide tolJerances in the triggering consider-
ations, as the trigger can overdrive the gate: without any harm" 
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As mentioned, provided the fiequency of the pulses is 
not too high, the power level is relatively smal], a~ the condenser 
charges up rel!atively slowly and discharges very rapidlyo This Leads 
to the l'arge, high-current. thyristors' baing controHed by very l'ow ... 
P9wered and simple devices. Design criteria may be found in Ref. 6, 
pp-73 - 79 0 
oo~oooOOOoooo.,.o 
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'APPEND IX III 
See Ref •. No 1'5. Referring to Fig No 7, if· we assume 
that the filter is correctly terminated, the input impedance, Zin' 
is equa] to the characieristic impedance, Z • Obviously, if Z is 
o 0 
rear, the fil'ter wil] absorb real power, and if Z is imaginary, it . . . . o· 
may not pass real powero So all the power supp]ied to the filter is 
passed if ZOo is real,- and rejected if Zo; is imaginary. The cut-off 
frequency occurs when Z changes from real to imaginary. 
o 
Considering the 1f network used, if we use the fo11;ow-





Now, by' definition, Z. =. Z .. 
~n 0 




Derived by considering the network 
as. para]]el: and series impedances. 
From this it is clear that the expression is real whep. 
w
2
Le'( 1 and that the cut:"off frequency occurs when w2Lc = 10 
2 2 
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So if w,e choose L;:::: 20 H (at a designed current of 25mA) , 
and let the cut-off occur at about 5 Hz (very 1'01'1' since we are inter-
ested only in the D.C .. level, and from measurements made, this fre-
quency appears to be of the order of the lo,'rest ripple frequency 
this frequency being dependant on the speed of the machine), 
if f = 5 Hz, therefore w = lOTI • 
2 2 
therefore c = 2 = ---..,,----
Lw lOOn2 x 20 
·1 mfd o 
Thus, choosing these values willi give a filter ,vhich 
'vin have a very l'ow cut-off, as J'equired; but unfortunately, as can 
be seen, a high time-constant .. The latter is undesirable, but is a 




APl")]!iND IX IV 
.9p,t.1?UTER PROQ.~. 
In order to make this thesis more read.able, it "lIas de-
ciq.ed not to include any of the actuo,l programs developedo The flow 
charts give the general outline, and these may be applied using v-Ihat-
ever computer language is availabl'eo As st'ated in GPpendix I, the 
pfugr('.ms were written in:: "DAS", the assembler l'an.guage of the Varian 
computero The a.ctual programs are kept in the. program library of the 
Department of Electrical' }:Jlgineering at the University of Cape To,·m, 
and fkre availa.ble for inspection. These programs give a full listing 
of each control configuration, plus the machine-code equivalents. 
The programs housed al'-e as folJlows:-
(a) Program to eOi;Lii,l1D!.,tli'Er: f.:i£Idng aIlg;te of a single phase, one thyris-
tor system, with reference to initial conditions onlyo 
(b) Program to implement vol'tage. control: of a three phase, hal f-wo.ve 
thyristor network, with reference to initial conditions onlyo 
(c) Program to implement speed control of a D",Co machine, sepp,rately 
excited, working in a clo sed loop, ivi th speed set by externnl con~­
trolller and voltage applied to armature controlled to minimise 
error botl"een set speed and speed as indicated by tacho[;cnerator 
feedbacko 
(d) Program to contro]" a multi-thyristor networll:. to produce Hn out.· 
put frequ oncy 0 f one of tl1ree forms, io e. 
(i) At input frequencyo. 
(ii) At fre,¥ncies gre:?ter than input; frequencyo 
(iii) At frequencies Tess then input fren,uency. 
(Both (ii) and (iii) ~~rG continuously varia!:>lo, .the fre-
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quency being determined by r-,n external controll.or,,) 
(e) A specic.l debugg).ng routine a.prl icable to the multi-thyristor 
not1Vorli:, in lfhich any secJ.uence of thyristors may be selected, 
delays set, and positive and negative zero-crossing points spe-
cified. These instructions a,re entered in simple mnemortic forms 
via. the teletypeo This progrClm is· referred to as the "Thyristor 
Aid Program", end is used to rtm experimental systems a.T1d to 
perform debugging routines" 
(f) All sub-routines used throughout this thesis are a.lso available 




LOGIC SYMBOLS UhSED THROUGHOUT 'flUS THESISn 
In the various logic diagrams contt;.ined in this thesis 
the folloiling set of symbols has been 8dopted:-





1'lIRlID AND [fj (FEATURE OF DTL LOGIC) 
=tf= FLIP-FLOP 1) . 0 D-TYPE,EU~TRIUGEREU Clocl~ Q 
Clear 
INPUT/OUTPUT ( )-FRON EDGE-CONNECTOR 
In Rddi tion, the follOiving system of notation is uscd:;-
Position on Interfccc Doar(r 
4 
S3L .. 
I)in connection no t s'-:--~ . ~Type 
000. 0 000000000.00 
_ 100 _ 
.. ' ...• \ : 
Ll'Pl!:NDIX VI. 
SELECTION OF EXC CONTROL LINES~ 
The follo,vinrr t2.b1e lists the lines 'vhich are <,"vaiJ:ub1e 
on the EXC intcrfo.ce, referred to the edge-connector and the desig-
ne-tion to individ.na1 sets of thyristors on the netvorkracko 
~GE CONNECTOR pm No THYRISTOR GROUI' , ADDRESS 
1 A1 056 
3 A..., 1:56 
(, 
5 11.3 256 
7 A4 356 
9 A 5 
456 





r7 Bl 057 
19 B2 157 
21: B3 257 
23 B4 357 
.. 
25 B5 457 








35 Cs I54 
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